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. . while the mother is concerned that Kyoko's abandonment was due to her own overbearing mother. . . . Hikaru has been unable to shake off a dull, pitiful mood, and has even considered suicide. One day, he witnesses Kyoko's encounter with her mother and loses his mind. At the same time, Shiroko, a former student of Hikaru's, returns to Japan. Hikaru is surprised to learn that she had grown up to
be a beautiful and well-off young woman. He is also relieved to see her after seeing her on TV all those years ago, and offers her his hand to shake in greeting. Shiroko takes the hand and thanks him for having rescued her. She then asks him what he does, and he tells her that he is a doctor. Shiroko laughs heartily, and Hikaru chases after her, catching her up just as she is about to run. He apologizes to
her for the pain he had inflicted on her, but Shiroko tells him that he is the one who has wronged her. As the two of them walk away from Hikaru's home, Shiroko takes his hand again. Kyoko watches as Hikaru rushes out to stop Shiroko from leaving, and she tries to find a reason to turn around. She finally decides that she will leave with her mother, and calls her at work, only to discover that her
mother is about to leave for a business trip. Enraged, Kyoko decides to confront her mother in person. It is then that she realizes that her mother had left the house to follow her father, and only she had taken Kyoko with her. Kyoko tries to put everything aside, but the grief inside her seeps through, forcing her into a nervous breakdown. She eventually decides that she is ready to face the past and
return to Japan. However, when she reaches the airport, she finds that her mother's flight has left without her. Hikaru and Shiroko begin dating. One day, Hikaru and Shiroko prepare to travel to a remote village. Hikaru wants to do so to treat a terminally ill patient. Shiroko objects to this, believing that they have no reason to ignore the fact that there are more urgent medical issues in Tokyo. Hikaru
insists that the patient is a friend of his, and he convinces Shiroko that he is only trying to help someone 82157476af
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